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In Joel 1 God used ____________ as a warning that judgment
was on its way. Here in Joel 2 God reminds his people that it is not too
___________ for them to repent.
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1. God’s _______________ of Judgment. 2:1-11

1. God’s _______________ of Judgment. 2:1-11

The sounding of the ______________ was a warning that an
enemy _______ was approaching. This army was riding ___________
pulled by horses. Joel may have in mind not just the invasion of Israel
but God’s future judgment during the ______________________.
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2. God’s ______________ for Judgment. 2:12-17
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The word repent means to ___________ around.
suggested 3 ways the Israelites could demonstrate repentance.
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Normally the Jews would call a sacred ______________ to
celebrate a _____________________. This time they were to come
together to pray for God’s ______________________.
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3. God’s ______________ Following Judgment. 2:18-32
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God is _______________ of His people because He wants them
to be completely devoted to Him. God promises to _____________
His people for everything they had __________.
The ________ of the Lord will be a time of judgment, but it will
also be a time when multitudes are ________________.
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Jealous Turn Weeping Blessing Trumpet Remedy Mourning
Repay Warning Harvest Saved Late Fasting Deliverance
Army Day Assembly Tribulation Locusts Chariots Lost
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